CONTRACTORS:

What They are Really Saying About Trade Schools

Service companies (plumbing, heating, electrical, refrigeration and air conditioning) were invited
to participate in a brief survey to assess the value added by trade schools where technicians generally
learn their trade. Service company identities were kept secure and the information collected was for
reporting purposes only.
The inception of this report was a need for hard facts to help dispel the anecdotal remarks heard
during various contractors’ customer service seminars. The hope was that an aggregated report and list
of remarks, from a few hundred contractors, would benefit the industry as a whole. Having worked with
numerous trade schools nationwide, I witness the hard work, passion and dedication that instructors
invest in their students.
A survey of service companies was designed to assess the relationship between service companies
and trade schools. Results from the survey included a total of 222 respondents. This report outlines
responses to the survey questions. You will find the most useful and candid remarks in Appendix II
regarding contractor’s suggestions to Trade Schools. The Appendix text is published “as is” which means
that no attempts were made to fix grammar or revise syntax. It is published exactly as the respondents
typed their text.

QUESTION
1
Indicate the Service(s) Your Technicians Provide.
There were 222 respondent service companies, and they were given the option to choose one or
more selections. Two did not indicate the type of services (i.e., plumbing, heating, air conditioning,
electrical and refrigeration) provided.
Forty-three respondents indicated that
they provided only one of the five
Electrical
Refrigeration
services. Seventy-five respondents
indicated that they provided two
services, 63 provided three
services, 31 provided four services and
eight respondents indicate that they
provide all five services.
The piechart at the left shows
the distribution of services provided.
The table shows that more than 64% of
Air Conditioning
Plumbing the respondents provide heating and
air conditioning services. Almost 19%
provide plumbing services. More than
10% provide refrigeration services and
less than 7% provide electrical
services.
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QUESTION
2
Your Company Usually Hires Technicians Via Which Method?
Recruiter

35%

26%

Trade Schools

Approximately 163 respondents
indicate hiring technicians via one of
the listed methods (i.e., want ads, trade
schools, referral or recruiter). Twenty
nine respondents indicate using some
other method of recruitment. Nine
respondents did not indicate any
method of recruitment. While 64
Employee Referral
respondents indicate using a single
method of recruitment, most respondents used more than one method for
hiring.
This piechart shows the hiring
method distribution. Seven of the
respondents, who specified ‘other’ as a
method of recruitment, provided no
Want Ads
information on the other method used.

Ten respondents chose to specify other methods even though they did not specify ‘other’ in their
response. Some respondents listed more than one other hiring method. One respondent indicated that
he or she had no need for new hires.
Craigslist
12
10
8
6

12
87
Walk-Ins

Internet- Other

4

Union; Competitor Closings

6

In-House; Applications
Career Websites; Advertising
Company Website; HVAC Agent

5

4
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Word of Mouth; Relatives; Former Employee

2

PHCC; Direct contact; Clients; Not Hiring

1

QUESTION
3
Is Your Company Affiliated With a Trade School?

33%

Of the 208 respondents who provided a
response to this question, about one-third indicate an
affiliation with a trade school while 139 of the
Affiliated respondents indicate having no such affiliation. Some
respondents submitted one or more trade schools and
some respondents did not submit a trade school.

67%

No Affiliation

QUESTION
4
Does Your Company Employ New-Hires From Affiliated Trade Schools?
The piechart below shows that 49% of the 69 respondents who indicate an affiliation with a
trade school tend to recruit graduates of those schools most of the time while 38% tend to hire graduates of those schools some of the time. A small percentage of the respondents indicate hiring these
graduates all of the time or none of the time. One respondent indicated no affiliation with a trade
school, but then entered a percentage affiliation of less than 50%.

Never

Appendix I lists the trade
schools with which respondents have
an affiliation. You will find the most
useful and candid remarks in Appendix II regarding contractor’s suggestions to Trade Schools. The text of
Appendix II is published as it was
received and has not been edited for
grammar, spelling or syntax.

49%
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6%

9%

Always

38%

Some of the Time

QUESTION
5
How Satisfied are You With New-Hires Relative to Their Trade School Experience?
The bar graph below shows that respondents are most satisfied (113 respondents) with new-hires
who are graduates of trade schools and most dissatisfied (53 respondents) with new-hires who have no
trade school experience (NTSE).
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QUESTION
6
Indicate Your Reasons for Satisfaction With Your New-Hires.
There were 195 responses to this
question. As shown in the piechart
pictured at right, more than 30% of
respondents were most satisfied with
new-hires who were courteous and
polite (157 of the respondents) as well as
those who were neat, clean and well
dressed (144 of the respondents).
Respondents were asked to
elaborate on an answer of “other”, illustrated on the following page.

Other
Broad Technical

16%

21%

Minimal Call-Backs & Good Diagnostic Skills

6%

Courteous & Polite

30%

27%
Neat, Clean, Well Dressed
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QUESTION
6
Indicate Your Reasons for Satisfaction With Your New-Hires.
Forty respondents who specified ‘other’ reasons for satisfaction
with their new-hires indicate satisfaction for the reasons shown in the
graph on the left.
One of the respondents specified other reasons for satisfaction,
but did not indicate that reason.
Seven respondents indicated reasons
even though they did not specify
‘other’ in their response to the
survey.
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QUESTION
7
Indicate Your Reasons for Dissatisfaction With Your New-Hires.
Too Many Call-Backs

27%

22%

Failure to Comply
with Dress Code

9%

7%

Lack of Soft Skills

Other

35%

Lack of Real-World Technical Experience
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There were 196 responses to
this question. As shown in the pie
chart on the left, more than 35%
of respondents were most dissatisfied
with new-hires who lacked real
world technical experiences (125
respondents).
A close second at 27% was for
those who lacked customer service
soft skills (96 respondents).
Another 22% indicated new
technicians had too many call backs.
And at nearly 1 in 10, 9% were
dissatisfied with new hires failure to
comply with the dress codes. A detail
of the “other reasons are on the next
page.

QUESTION
7
“Other” Details for Dissatisfaction With New-Hires.
The respondents who specified ‘other’ reasons for dissatisfaction with their new hires indicate
dissatisfaction for the reasons shown in the table below. One respondent specified other reasons for
dissatisfaction, but did not indicate that reason. Four respondents indicated reasons even though they
did not specify ‘other’ in their response to the survey.

8
7

Lack of Hands-On Skills
Lack of Work Ethic (Lazy, Tardy, ect)
Trade Schools Set High Expectations for Salary
Poor Attitude
Lack of Education in Specific Areas
Not Willing to Learn/Improve
Don’t Understand Company’s Vision
Doesn’t Understand Value of 1st Impressions
Don’t Understand Customer Service
Drug Use
Failure to Follow Procedures
Pleased with New Hires

7

6
5

5

4

3

3

2

2
1

1

0

QUESTION
8
If You Could Make One Suggestion to a Trade School, It Would Be:
Out of the 222 respondents, 179 provided optional suggestions for trade schools. Suggestions are listed in
Appendix II, which begins on page eight of this report.
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APPENDIX I

Details from Question 3 regarding Trade School affiliations.

State/locally run trade schools
ABC Broadview hts Ohio PHCC
abs school
ABC-PHCC Apprentice Training
ACCA apprenticeship program
ACCA central FL
APHC Apprenticeship Program Columbus, Oh C-Tec (High School And Adult Programs) Newark, Oh
Area Tech School, Kansas City, KS
Associated Builders & Contractors
Associated Builders and Contractors, Cleveland, Ohio PHCC, Beech Cty, Ohio
AuburnCareerCenter, ConcordOH44077
Auburn school
Buckeye Career Center, New Phila., OH R.G. Drage Career Center, Massillon, OH Stark State College, Canton,
OH
Chesterfield Technical Center Using the ABC program
Cincinnati Master Plumbers (PHCC)
Columbus State Comm. College Columbus, Ohio, I was on the academic board for 4 years
Community colleges in Seattle area.
CuyahogaValleyCareerCenterBrecksville, Ohio
CuyahogaValleyVocational School
DelawareCountyCommunity CollegeMedia, PA
Dunwoody, Minneapolis, MN
Environmental Technical Institute College of DuPage
Fort Wayne Area Plumbing H Cooling Contractors Fort WayneIN.
Frederick Community College trades program...HVAC, plumbing, carpentry, and masonry etc. Frederick, MD
Gateway Scarelt Oaks
I am on the advisory board for 2 trade schools in my area
ITT Modesto, CAMerced Jr.College, Merced, CA
Jarts, Vancouver, B.C.
KirkwoodCommunity CollegeCedar Rapids, Ia.
Lincoln Technical Institute
Local 23 apprenticeship training courses
Local 50, Plumbers, Steamfitters and Mechanical Service Northwood, Ohio
Local college
M-Tec Construction Trades Grand RapidsMichigan
M-Tec Grand RapidsMichigan
National Comfort Institute
New England Institute of Technology WarwickRI
P.I.P.E-District council 16 UA Training program PHCC GLAA
Pennco Tech Middle Bucks Technical Institute
PHCC
PHCC GSA Training Facility Sacramento, CA95842
PHCC of California Greater Los Angeles
PHCC of San Diego
PHCC Sacramento
PHCC vo tech school
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APPENDIX I

Details from Question 3 regarding Trade School affiliations.

PhiladelphiaSuburbanPHCCApprenticeshipSchool Folcroft PA 19032
PittCommunity College, WintervilleNC
ROP Plumbing 1, 2 and 3
Scarlet Oaks, Cincinnati
South GeorgiaTechnicalCollege
SpartanburgCommunity College, SpartanburgSC
The RefrigerationSchool. Phoenix, AZ. I was a graduate in 1985 and still think it's the best way to better one's
life. So much so, I also participate on their Accreditation Committee.
Travis Votec Lakeland FL
Triangle Tech, Pittsburgh, PA
UA Plumbing Apprenticeship; PHCC Plumbing Apprenticeship
Union apprenticeship program
Union local 73,93,130
Upper valley JVS Piqua, Ohio
Vatterot, DallasTXCedarValley, Lancaster, TX
Vatterott Cleveland Kaplan Cleveland Polaris Cleveland American Cleveland
VatterottCollege, Cleveland, Ohio
Vatterott College - Bohecker - Cuyahoga Joint Vocational (Ohio)
VirginiaTechnicalInstituteCentralVirginiaCommunity College
Warren County Career CenterLebanon, OH
We donate equipment to the HVAC Class, go to the school and speak to the students about our industry,
participate in job fairs and mock interviews We also provide an annual scholarship ($1000.00) to a graduating
student
Wenatchee Valley College, Wenatchee, WA Perry Institute, Yakima, WANorthSeattleCommunity College,
Seattle, WA
Yes...our metal trades UA steamfitters branch has a self funded apprentice program which our new hires attend
one day a week off seao

APPENDIX II

Details from Question 8 suggesting to Trade Schools.

1. Lower salary expectations; 2. Improve variety of equipment hires are exposed to - it's not all heat pumps out
there
Achieve better basic skills
Actually, teach something before sending them out...
Actually, train the students. We have been very disappointed with the lack on knowledge from their students
Add more customer service training
Add sales training
Add some business side training to the program
Advertise more...........
Allow them to get real life experience.
Always look for improving the skills and customer service approach
Appearance really counts; the tech. things will be okay in time, you have to be neat & clean in appearance and
manner
Basic mechanical skills, proper use of tools, etc. needs to be addressed.
Be more in depth with program
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APPENDIX II

Details from Question 8 suggesting to Trade Schools.

Be realistic about wages and expectations i.e. installers helper for a year or two before tech work.
Be realistic with expectations with what a new hire will be actually doing when first hired and teach important of
soft skills, grooming and dress (especially important in residential service/replacement).
Be realistic with students about pay and work environment.
Be sure the techs have the knowledge to properly diagnose & repair in a timely manner with an air of confidence
Being more accessible regionally
Besides technical skills, more emphasis on people skills
Better customer relations skills
Better manners and sales skills
Better recruiting, not just from trade association members.
Business 101 class/module, customer relation training
Cleanliness, politeness. You give them the foundation; we’ll make them very profitable techs. We all win!
Communications
Continue to involve contractors when training your students.
Create an advisory Board and invite local HVAC Contractors with diverse businesses to help develop curriculum
that meets the needs of the local market. Expand curriculum to include Estimating, Sales, Project
Management, Field Supervision etc.
Curriculum needs to be strongly "hands-on" & emphasis on diagnoses
Customer service awareness and marketing program
Customer Service skills- Paper work skills
Customer service training
Customer skills need to be taught
Do not over-promise what the student will earn in the new job.
Do not promise them that they are going to make top dollar coming out of school. People usually are
discouraged to find out that they will be making a lower wage because of lack of experience. Otherwise,
in general they do a good job.
Don't tell them they will be worth $25.00 an hour coming out of a 6-week course.
Eliminate the personal opinions of the teachers who could not make it in the real world
Enable student to work in or intern in the trade while in trade school. Retention much better
Ensure the training is not a vacation. Put pressure on the students.
Find an instructor that has experience in the field and the ability to convey the materials.
Find them a 3 to 6 month on the job assignment (paid) to see the real world
Finishing a trade school is only the beginning of there education
Focus on the basics as a foundation, then diagnostic skills and real world application
Follow through in a timely fashion
Get involved with employers so that students can shadow technicians early in their studies to get a real understanding of what will be expected of them once they graduate. If done correctly this could help encourage
the students to be more diligent about learning the basics of their trade, which become the building
blocks for the rest of their carrier.
Get more hands training before turning them loose on the world...
Get real experience in the field not just classroom
Give more hands on training, with real system problems
Give the students real world scenarios; everything in the field is not done on a workbench out of the elements.
Give them more hands on experience not so much theory
Have good local contractors create the curriculum to train the students on what's truly needed in the field.
Help the students understand their value to themselves is dependent on their value to the employer's customers.
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APPENDIX II

Details from Question 8 suggesting to Trade Schools.

Help them to understand it is as important to be willing to work as it is to know how to do the work.
Honest assessment of jobs duties and skills, not just reading a wiring diagram or operation sequence
How to attract more females to our industry for technical positions
How to communicate effectively with the customer.
I don't know.
Include communication skills as part of training
Incorporate lesson/discussion regarding pride/value of service you are providing. Understanding that suggesting
an upgrade or additional repairs is not "selling" but service.
Increase people skills
Instruction in people skills
Instructors keep in touch with industry changes
Keep it professional and stay in communication with the owners of companies as to whets happening and needs
Keep technical education 1st. Let employer handle soft skills.
Less book knowledge and more hands on
Let people know about your school, advertise your campus
Let the students know that they won't make $30.00 / Hr starting out.... Give them some real expectations.
Make communication and writing skills high on the requirements to graduate.
Make sure the guys new to the trade know the names of the tools we commonly use, as well as some of the
technical jargon. They sometimes think we are talking a foreign language!
Make SURE the student learns a process to diagnosis HVAC systems or he is only going to be qualified to change
filters
Maybe stronger Scholarship opportunities
More actual in the field work, it is easy to do things in a classroom setting, and then try to do that same task with
a torch in an attic. There is no comparison
More code compliant
More complete (extensive) training (no 30 day, or less, certificates)
More customer service/communication training
More diagnostic training experiences
More hands on
More hands on and behavior practices
More hands on diagnostic training
More hands on experience
More hands on experience
More hands on experience
More hands on experience and helping them to figure out when it is better to replace and item instead of
repairing an older piece of equipment that has seen better days.
More Hands on in field work
More Hands On Little Less Book
More hands on training
More hands on training
More hands on training with troubleshooting, customer service and sales.
More hands on training, apprenticeship with local companies
More hands on work
More hands on, real time trouble shooting
More Hands-on and real world experience
More on the job experience would be helpful
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APPENDIX II

Details from Question 8 suggesting to Trade Schools.

More practical on the job work
More practical Training "Hands-On" and Safety Training
More problem solving and troubleshooting
More stringent graduation requirements. Stop letting everybody "pass"
More time on diagnostics of current equipment; less time on Plumbing code
More training
More training on how to talk to customers
Must develop people skills and stress customer satisfaction
Need more practical troubleshooting diagnostic training
Need real world service calls
On the job training
Partner with local trade associations. Ie..... NAOSHM, ACCA, to see what is needed, depth of study required,
and what our industry expectations are of a trade school graduate
People skills
Personal skills/customer related training
Prepare them for work.
Produce a tech that has the technical and customer service skills to at least be successful maintenance tech
within only a couple of weeks of being hired.
Produce a technician that doesn't want to fit the trades stereotype. One that takes pride in his overall appearance,
technical abilities and his willingness to learn.
Provide mandatory on the job work experience
Provide more customer relations, and more on the business side of it to show employees how things work.
Put more emphasis on communication and computer skills
Real life experience can't be duplicated
Safety and strongemphasison new equipment
Seems to be working OK
Should have internship experience
Soft skills
Spend more time on customer service skills. Do roll play for customer service training. Put employee in front of
group as they handle customer objections. Ect.
Spend more time on how to speak to the customer
Spend more time on soft skills and make sure to offer the opportunity to coop with a contractor
Stick to the basics
Stick to the basics. You can't groom what their parents didn't give them.
Stop over inflating their starting wage. Explain the long hours and on-call of being a technician.
Stop telling new graduates that they are going to go right out and make top dollar as a highly skilled technician
and that they should listen to experienced service technicians and learn from them.
Stress customer communication, spelling, grammer, and handwriting skills
Stress the plumbing code to it's fullest extent
Stress people skills
Stress the importance of great communication and great attitudes.
Students need hands on practical experience. Co-op or Partner up with companies in the field
Take this to heart........teach them to schmooze. It is priceless.
Teach better soft skills and presentation
Teach customer service...now a part of our curriculum
Teach Focus, Discipline and work ethics
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APPENDIX II

Details from Question 8 suggesting to Trade Schools.

Teach hands on work
Teach more customer service skills and technical expertise
Teach more soft skills including dealing with people from different cultures
Teach people that they must keep driving record clean and keep off drugs. This is the keeps 50% from being
hired.
Teach professionalism along with technical skills
Teach professionalism and mannerism from the beginning
Teach relative content no old out of date appliance knowledge
Teach sales
Teach sales along with technical
Teach sales, work ethic, and code. I can teach the skill
Teach service
Teach soft skills. Technicians are doing more customer service these days than repairing
Teach students how important 0 per cent call backs are!
Teach students how to speak with customers in a way they can understand
Teach technicians how to actually run a service call
Teach the basics better (read and following wiring diagrams) and teach more automation.
Teach the basics!
Teach the soft skill customer service stuff more
Teach the students what they really need to know and a lot more hands on training. Don’t over promise pay or
position upon completion
Teach them how to communicate effectively, both verbally and in writing (able to write a service ticket legibly).
Teach them that customer service is the job, technical skills only help
Tell attendees to make a career of it, they have to be self-starters. Praise will be slow in coming.
Test students more
The importance of being efficient and safe
The kids you train need more polish, people skills…
They need more hands on experience in real field type situations
They still need to learn on job, don't no everything
To not teach just technical skills but all skills related to job such as sales, customer relations, communication
skills, etc.
To teach the techs about how to treat a customer and the attitude they should have everyday.
Trade schools should be contacting businesses in the area and try placing students in the field part time to get
the feel of the jobs that will be waiting for them after graduation.
Train for real in home situations such as dealing with the customer.
Train in people skills
Train them for the entree job they will get. Installation assistant. They are not qualified for a basic assistant.
Train them on what the employer is looking for. How to be a good employee. Continue their education
Train, train, and train some more
Train for real world applications
Train the techs in customer communication & job disciption, filling out bills, adding taxes.total billing collecting
Truly teach the basics of troubleshooting plumbing issues
Try to make sure the new tech understands the importance of "soft skills".
Work on the people skills
Writing skills
You are only as valuable as your productivity. Customers want honest, sincere, information to decide.
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